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other children on thebeach, etc. M.O H. thereuponealled at the house,
and dissuaded the mother against coDtinuing this practice. Next day
the fatber asked M.O.H. to call upon him on the same subject, whiclh he
did. During this interview P. entered the room (not the sick room) in
which the father and M.O.H. were consulting, accused the latter of
unprofessional conduct. and demanded to know what right he had to
visit the housewithout first seeing him, P. P alsotold the parents tbere
was no reason why the healthy child alloul4 not go on the beach, but
that she " must not go in crowded halls, etc."
*** Two points arise: First, as to the degree of quarantine which

should be enforced for healthy members of the implicated family,
and second, as to the relationship in this matter of the MO..
(also a practitioner) and the family practitioner. Both of these
points involve some latitude according to the special circumstances of
each individual case, and they illustrate the importance of so carrying
out official duties that there shall be no excuse for resentment on the
part of the family practitioner. On the first point it is the duty of the
M.O.H., in accordance with the Local Government Board regulations,
"to visit the spot . . . and in case he is not satisfied that all due
precautions are being taken ;" to " advise the persons competent to act
as to the measures which may appear to him Io be required to prevent
the extension of the disease." It is also clear that if the attendants on
scarlatinal patients mix with the rest of the household, and "inmates
of the house visit the sick room," as is stated to have occurred in this
case, the child in question is liable to carry infection, and should notbe
allowed to play with other children either on the beach or elsewhere.
This being so, it was the duty of lhe M.O.If. to warn the parents against
permitting this. On the-other hand, in view of the necessity, not only
for professional reasons but also to aid in securing efficient co-opera-
tion, of avoiding all jealousy on the part of a brother practitioner, it
would have been much better if the pointas to quarantine of the healtby
child had been settled at the first consultation of M.O.H. and P, and if,
failing this. M.O.H. had again communicated with P. on the subject. lf
P. persisted in taking a more lax view on this point than M.O.H, it
might then have been necessary independently to give strict official
instructions as to the quarantine of the child. It must be pointed out,
however, that to prove a case under Section 126 of the Fublic Health
Act, 2875, more evidence would need to be forthcoming than would
be likely to be available in this case.

SURREY.
TRB population ok the County of Surrey is estimated at 558,555. The birth-
rate for 1902 .was 23.6, the death-rate I3r.4, and the infant mortality-rate iio
per x,o0o births. Dr. Beaton, the medical officer of health, remarks that
the great lesson of the cool, wet years of I879 and 1903, in contradistinction
to 1904, was that by following Nature's scavenging methods, and keepiDg
down the nuisance from flies and dustwhen the earth temperaturc is
high, a great saving of infantilfe may be effected. The condition of dwell-ings, the cleanliness of the milk supply, and the proper methods of infant
feeding are quoted as factors influencing the infant mortality. Dr. Seaton
quot6s from a number of the local reports as to the condition of housing
accommodation and general sanitation in the county, which on the wlhole
appears to be improving, and an important section of the report records
the action taken under the Midwives Act (334 midwives in the county),
but certainly the most instructive portion of the report is that dealing
with disinfection. The medical officer has made an investigation into the
methods practised in the county, and has tabulated his findings and made
some notes thereon. As regards room disinfection he advocates "the
well-established system of sulphurfumigation." He adds: "I have always
maintained its efficiency in spite of its detractions by those whose work is
mainly confined to laboratory experiments. My opinion has been based
on many years' observation of the practical results of the method."
Special attention is drawn to the importance of disinfection of clothes, of
" the infectious material of typhoid,"' and of personal disinfection, dress,
hands, nails, hair, etc., and with regard to these matters Dr. Beaton hopes
shortly to draw up rules which may be generally adopted.

NORTHAMPIONSHIRE.
IN his annual report for the County of Norliampton for 1904 Dr. C. E.
Paget estimates the total population at 213,874. The birth-rate was 24 6,
the death-rate I37.7 and the infant mortality-rate iI6 per ,,ooo births.
Zymotic death-rates were also low, being 0 94 for the whole county, not-
withstanding the fact that there was an enormous increase of scarlet fever
prevalence in the county during the year (1,127 cases), and a relative in-
crease in enteric partly owing to an outbreak of 38 cases at Finedon. The
medical officer draws attention to greater need for the disinfection of
clothes. It seems that many districts have no disinfecting apparatus.
Continuous progress has been made to provide adequate water supply,
and there seems to be no diminution in the endeavour to prevent over-
crowding of small houses, and to secure the provision of a better class of
cottage property. Rather more has been accomplished in T9:4 than in
previous years in preventing river and stream pollution, though some
marked instances of pollution require abatement without delay. One of
the most intereattingparts of the report deal with the results of veterinarv
inspection of cows and cowsheds in the Kettering district. Out of 286
cowsheds, 243 werefound in satisfactory condition, 29 were unsatisfactory,
and 14 were not in use. A separate inspection of every cow yielding milk
was made, numbering in all 1,73T, and oDly66, or 3.81 per cent, were found
to be suffering from abnormal udders. Of the 66 Only iI udders were in a
condition to render the milk harmful to consumers. There were 6 cases
of acute mastitis, 2 of tuberculous mastitis, and 3 of udder eruptions. The
veterinary surgeon points out that clinical examination of udders is not
wholly reliable as "large numbers of tubercle bacilli may be found in the
milk ofcows who show no clinical evidence of udder mischief." He advc-
cates making the tuberculin test compulsory. The usual abstracts and
statistical tables are included in the report.
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QUERXIE1.

AJAX asks the nature, action and composition of yohimbine, said to be a
new alkaloid.

E. W. J. LADELL asks for advice as to the treatment of the following case:
The patient, aged 26 and otherwise healthy, has tonsils wlitch are oDly
slightly enlarged. In one of them there is a sinus about !iIn. deep
which is constantly filling up with an offensively-smelling material like
sebaceous matter.

FORMIC ACID.
QUzRY will be obliged for any information on the therapeutics of formic
acid and the formates. It is claimed that they cause increased muscular
vigour generally. In what way? (See BuITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL,
April ist, 1905, p. 741.)

INSTRUMENTS FCR THE DEAF.
DELTA asks the name and address of Ihe firm which had upon view at the
cXhibition during the annual meeting at Leicestcr a hearing appliance
for the deaf.

ANSWERBS

X.Y Z.-Candidates for the Prison Service should not exceed thirty years
of age. Full particulars and forms of application may be obtained frt m
the Secretary, Prison Commissiou, Home Office, Whitehall, S.W.

MOTOR CYCLES.
DR. FRED. C. H. HoMo (Egham Hill, Surrey) writes: In reply to "Motur
Cycle," I should be happy to give him any hints towards the selection of
a motor bicycle after three years' experience of their utility if h,e cares
to communicate with me. Doubtless he will receive maDy suggestior s
as the result of his questions, and may not care to write varlous corre-
spondents. To suit the requirements specified by him I would direct
his attention to the consideration of two makes-namely, (a) Phoenix
two speed chain-driven cycle, (b) Humberlight-weight chain driven with
free engine. CCRUISING PLEASURE YACHTS.

CUIJSER is obliged to "S. H." on the above subject. It appears that most
of the yachts are old and disused for their original purpose. Can "S. H.'
or any other reader state really what age the various yachts are? Is
there at present a British cruising pleasure yacht built for the purpose
and not converted, and under lo years old ?

RUPTuRE OF THE VAGIRA DURING PARTURITION.
J. J. B.-The classical paper is by Goldson on " Au Extraordinary Case of
Lacerated Vagina at the Full Period of Gestation," 1787 ; there is also a
good paper by McClintock (Dublin Journal of Medical Science, I866). The
subject is discussed bY Dr. Herman in his article in the volume edited
by Dr. Playfairfor Allbutt's System on gynaecology, and in most of the
larger textbooks.

PERSPIRATION OF TE9E HAaSDs.
DR. NOR3IAN MEACREN (London, W.) writes: In answer to "I udor" I
would recommend frequent washing of the hands with formaldehyde
soap, such as the No. 29 in Mlidgley's series of medicatcd soaps (Man-
chester), after wbich they may be bathed with a solution of tannic acid
in absolute alcohol, 20 per cent., and then thoroughly dried. Extreme
moderation in tea is also advisable.

" WANTED, A PROGNOSIS."
DR. W. SYKES, F.S.A. (Paignton). has seen several cases of injurv similar
to that upon which "Necrosis " asks for a prognosis, all of wbich bave
ended in a similar satisfactory manner. After some weeks (iength of
time not noted) the bare bit of bone becomes loose, and can after a time
be lifted up and removed, when it is seen that it has been thrown off as
a thin shell-like fragment by granulations which have sprung up all
over the underlying piece of skull, the resulting granulating wound
healing as an ordinary ulcer from the edges, finallyforming a depressed
cicatrix.

FIELD NATURAL HISTORY.
B. W. -Messrs. Bolton of Birmingham supply crayfisb, frogs and all the
usual types of animals and plants necessary for a course of practical
biology. There is an excellent little book which would probably suit
our correspondent's re(quiremen's as to recognizing the common algae,

ERRATUM.-In Dr. Barton's reply to queries re the ether chloride-ether
sequence, in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOUhNAL for September gth, p. 6I5,
the word printed " inter-sequence " should be " interregpum."
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